An expanded workflow for detrital rutile provenance studies: An application from the Neotethys Orogen in Anatolia
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Abstract. Sedimentary provenance is a powerful tool for reconstructing convergent margin evolution. Yet single mineral approaches, like detrital zircon, have struggled to track sediment input from mafic and metamorphic sources. Sediment input from these lithologies is especially critical for reconstructing orogenic settings dominated by terrane accretion, ophiolite obduction, and forearc inversion. Rutile can form in metamorphic and igneous rocks and hydrothermal veins, and its U-Pb age and geochemistry often records cooling from the most recent medium to high grade metamorphic event. Thus, detrital rutile complements detrital zircon datasets by offering a path forward in sedimentary provenance reconstructions when metamorphic terranes are potential source regions. However, U-Pb geochronology in rutile can be difficult due to low uranium concentrations and high discordance. Here, we present detrital rutile U-Pb geochronology and trace element geochemistry results from the Late Cretaceous to Eocene Central Sakarya and Sarıcakaya Basins in Anatolia to reconstruct provenance during Neotethys orogenesis. The resulting detrital rutile U-Pb analyses are highly discordant due to the incorporation of non-radiogenic initial Pb. We present a new workflow that accounts for low-U rutile and is based on common Pb corrections and discordance filters. The resulting age spectra are similar for grains up to 40% concordant (60% discordant) and across the common Pb correction methods, thus providing a path forward to confidently interpret provenance from discordant rutile grains. Together, the detrital rutile trace element geochemistry and Zr-in-rutile thermometry indicate sediment was sourced from mixed metamafic and metapelitic units with low-grade metamorphic temperatures. Low-U concentration rutile are numerous and more discordant and were predominantly sourced from Late Triassic-Early Jurassic greenschist and blueschist facies rocks with both mafic and pelitic lithologies. This corresponds to sediment derived from the Karakaya Complex, a Paleozoic subduction-accretion complex or oceanic plateau that was accreted and metamorphosed in the Triassic-Jurassic, exhumed to the surface in the Jurassic, and then deformed during Neotethys suturing in the Late Cretaceous to Paleogene. Late Triassic-Early Jurassic ages are nearly absent from the detrital zircon record, emphasizing that a multi-mineral approach, especially inclusive of low-U rutile, provides a more holistic provenance approach for detrital rutile provenance studies.
reconstruction. These detrital rutile results serve as an additional layer of data often unexplored across convergent margins globally, and thus provide an exciting path forward in characterizing diverse provenance of orogenic settings.

1 Introduction

The acceptance of plate tectonics brought about the recognition that sediment deposited in convergent margin basins archives orogenesis (Hubert, 1971; Dickinson, 1974; Morton, 1985). Sedimentary provenance analysis is widely used to reconstruct ancient sediment dispersal networks, source-to-sink sediment budgets, sedimentary basin evolution, and to discern links between tectonics, geodynamics, paleogeography, climate, and biologic evolution (Dickinson and Suczek, 1979; Garzanti et al., 2007; Clift et al., 2008; Gehrels, 2014; Blum and Pecha, 2014). Not only do sedimentary basins archive these processes in their stratigraphic architecture and environments of deposition, but they are often the best, and sometimes only, record of these processes in deep time. In convergent margin settings, sedimentary provenance analysis uses the mineralogical and geochemical composition of sedimentary rocks to interpret changes in sediment source as a function of geodynamics, deformation, topography, climate, and paleogeography (e.g., Morton and Hallsorth, 1994; Garzanti, 2018).

Classic provenance methods include bulk sediment petrologic, chemical, and heavy mineral characterizations (e.g., Gazzi, 1965; Hubert, 1971; Dickinson and Suczek, 1979; Morton, 1985; Garzanti and Ando, 2007). Over the last several decades, the rise of chronometric and geochemical techniques has elevated single-mineral approaches. Detrital zircon U-Pb geochronology has become the gold standard technique (e.g., Gehrels, 2014): the age, thermal history, and elemental and isotopic composition of detrital zircons can quantitatively reconstruct both sedimentary provenance and geodynamic, tectonic, and magmatic processes (Carrapa, 2010; Paterson and Ducea, 2015; Tang et al., 2020; Sundell et al., 2022). However, one major limitation is that zircons predominantly form in intermediate to felsic magmas, thus detrital zircon suites generally lack information about mafic igneous and metamorphic processes and sources (Hietpas et al., 2011; Moecher et al., 2011; Gaschnig, 2019). Although zircon is present in metamorphic rocks as small inclusions in other minerals or as recrystallized-dissolved-reprecipitated rims on zircon cores (Kohn and Kelly, 2017), the standard detrital zircon U-Pb geochronology techniques for rapid provenance data acquisition (i.e., laser ablation ICP-MS) do not routinely analyze zircon rims. Therefore, sedimentary provenance interpretations based on detrital zircon alone are incomplete. For this reason the sedimentary provenance community is increasingly turning to phases commonly used in petrochronology, such as detrital rutile (Zack et al., 2004a; Meinhold, 2010; Triebold et al., 2012; Bracciali et al., 2013; Rösel et al., 2014, 2019; Pereira et al., 2020), detrital monazite (Hietpas et al., 2010; Moecher et al., 2011; Gaschnig, 2019), and detrital titanite (Guo et al., 2020; Chew et al., 2020). The ‘zircon problem’ is especially pronounced in continental collision and accretionary orogenic settings where obducted ophiolites, ophiolitic mélanges, metamafic and metapelitic terranes, and exhumed metamorphic massifs are commonly exposed, and the P-T-t history of these units pinpoint important geodynamic milestones.

Detrital rutile is a promising sedimentary provenance proxy to overcome this zircon problem. Rutile can form in metamafic and metapelitic rocks across a range of P-T conditions, therefore, detrital rutile is especially advantageous when tracking sediment input from greenschist to eclogite facies sources (e.g., Zack and Kooijman, 2017). With a U-Pb closure temperature of 490–640°C (Kooijman et al., 2010), U-Pb dates correspond cooling...
from the most recent medium to high-temperature metamorphic event that exceeded the closure temperature (Zack et al., 2004b; Zack and Kooijman, 2017). Hence, first-cycle detrital rutile can track sediment input from metamorphic units. The geochemical composition (Cr/Nb) can further distinguish between metamorphic protoliths (e.g., Triebold et al., 2007, 2012; Meinhold, 2010). 

Analytically, though, U-Pb geochronology in rutile can be difficult due to low uranium concentrations. For this reason, some studies only analyze or interpret detrital rutile above a given U threshold (ca. > 4-5 ppm; e.g., Zack et al., 2004a; Okay et al., 2011; Rösel et al., 2019). However, this analytical approach likely biases provenance results as the concentration of uranium in rutile systematically varies by metamorphic protoliths, with mafic eclogites having lower U contents than metapelites (e.g., Meinhold, 2010).

Here, we investigate the limitations of U-threshold filtering with a new dataset from Anatolia inclusive of all rutile, where low-U rutile grains are numerous and diagnostic of specific metamorphic units. We build a new workflow that includes low-U rutile and tests different common Pb correction approaches. Furthermore, we test the sensitivity of resulting U-Pb age spectra to the Pb correction methods and to discordance filters and determine whether these factors alter the overall provenance interpretation. Overall, this new dataset demonstrates that detrital rutile captures sediment input from a subduction accretion complex that is poorly resolved in the detrital zircon record.

2 Detrital Rutile Provenance

2.1 Detrital Rutile Synopsis

The utility of detrital rutile is extensively documented (e.g., Zack et al., 2004a; Meinhold, 2010; Triebold et al., 2012; Gaschnig, 2019; Kira et al., 2020; Pereira and Storey, 2023), so here we provide only a brief overview. Rutile is the most common TiO$_2$ polymorph, a common accessory mineral in metamorphic and igneous rocks (Zack and Kooijman, 2017), and an abundant heavy mineral in sedimentary rocks (Morton, 1985). During prograde metamorphism, rutile crystallizes from ilmenite and biotite (Luvizotto et al., 2009; Meinhold, 2010) and rutile’s chemical composition preserves original petrogenetic information. Rutile concentrates high field strength elements (Zr, Nb, Mo, Sn, Sh, Hf, Ta, W) through substitution with Ti that are commonly used as fingerprints of subduction zone metamorphism and crustal evolution (e.g., Nb and Ta; Rudnick et al., 2000). Detrital rutile geochemistry fingerprints sediment sources in seven unique ways, first rutile concentrates the vast majority of available Nb whereas Cr is non-selective and is distributed across metamorphic minerals; therefore the Cr and Nb concentrations in rutile can discriminate between metamafic and metapelitic lithologies (Zack et al., 2004a, b; Triebold et al., 2011, 2012). Cr and Nb concentrations are attributed to different protoliths: metapelitic rutile (i.e., mica schists, paragneisses, felsic granulites) have Cr < Nb and metabasic rutile (i.e., mafic eclogites and granulites) have Cr > Nb, generally (Zack et al., 2004b). Second, the incorporation of Zr in rutile is largely temperature dependent (Zack et al., 2004b; Watson et al., 2006; Tomkins et al., 2007; Ferry and Watson, 2007). Zirconium mobilizes during prograde metamorphic fluid release; the incorporation of Zr into rutile is buffered by coexisting quartz and zircon (Zack et al., 2004b). Zr contents in rutile correlate with peak metamorphic temperature and pressure conditions (Zack et al., 2004b; Watson et al., 2006; Tomkins et al., 2007; Kohn, 2020). Therefore, the Zr elemental composition in rutile is a commonly used thermometer, empirically and experimentally calibrated across a range of pressures and
thermodynamic activity parameters (Zack et al., 2004b; Watson et al., 2006; Tomkins et al., 2007; Kohn, 2020). In detrital minerals, which are removed from the context of constitutive relationships (i.e., pressure and silica activity), these thermometers can provide an estimate of the minimum peak metamorphic temperatures (Rösel et al., 2019). Rutile of unknown source lithology, the calculated temperature is affected by the chosen pressure; Pereira and Storey (2023) demonstrate this pressure dependence in detrital grains, and therefore recommend using the experimental and empirical calibration of Kohn (2020; their eqn. 13) at an average pressure of 13 kbar with an uncertainty of 5 kbar:

\[
T (°C) = \frac{71360 + 0.378 \cdot P(\text{bars}) - 0.130 \cdot C(\text{ppm})}{130.66 - R \cdot \ln[C(\text{ppm})]} - 273.15
\]

where C is the concentration of Zr in ppm and R is the gas constant, 8.3144.

2.2 Detrital Rutile Challenge #1: Low Uranium Contents

Detrital rutile U-Pb petrochronology presents unique analytical, data reduction, and interpretation challenges. Uranium concentration in rutile varies among metamorphic protoliths: for example, rutile from mafic eclogites have, on average, 75% less U than those from metapelites (i.e., 5 ppm vs. 21 ppm; Meinhold, 2010). Analytically, the low U concentrations in rutile, predominantly sourced from mafic lithologies, can make it challenging to date. To optimize data collection, many detrital rutile methods first analyze trace elements then only collect U-Pb data on rutile above a given U concentration threshold (ca. > 4–5 ppm; e.g., Zack et al., 2004a; Okay et al., 2011; Rösel et al., 2019). As expected, screening low-U rutile produces a higher proportion of concordant analyses and reduces the overall length of U-Pb analytical sessions, but introduces bias into the provenance results against metamafic rocks. Omitting low-U rutile may make sense in some geologic settings based on the lithology of potential sediment sources; however, metamafic units in suture zones, presumably with low-U rutile, are expected to be a major contributor of detritus to many orogenic basins, including the northwestern Anatolian basins of this study. Therefore, we explore whether analyzing detrital rutile of all U concentrations offers the opportunity to reconstruct a complete and more representative sedimentary provenance in forearc and suture zone settings during subduction and collision.

2.3 Detrital Rutile Challenge #2: Common Pb Incorporation

A second challenge with detrital rutile lies with data reduction and presentation. The U-Pb system in rutile is different from that of zircon, for example, due to the incorporation of common Pb, thereby requiring careful methodological choices on how to treat non-radiogenic Pb and U-Pb discordance. The zircon U-Pb system is ‘simple’ in the sense that zircon incorporates negligible non-radiogenic initial or ‘common’ Pb during crystallization, and Pb diffuses only at extremely high temperatures and in zircon with radiation damage (e.g., Schoene, 2014 and references therein). Thus, the majority of detrital zircon U-Pb analyses tend to be close to concordia, and significant discordance is dominantly controlled by recent Pb loss facilitated by radiation damage accumulation (Nasdala et al., 1998). This makes data reduction and interpretation more straightforward, as even the 207Pb/206Pb dates of moderately discordant zircon are likely to be meaningful. Rutile, on the other hand, can incorporate significant common Pb, can have low U contents, and is more sensitive to thermally activated Pb diffusion over a wide range of lithospheric thermal conditions.
Therefore, most rutile U-Pb dates are expected to be discordant. In-situ studies mitigate this by: (1) regressing discordia lines through co-genetic analyses in Tera-Wasserburg space, where the lower intercept of the discordia with the concordia defines the U-Pb age of Pb diffusion closure (Faure, 1986; Chew et al., 2011; Vermeesch, 2020); or (2) applying a non-radiogenic Pb correction using either an *ad hoc* Pb model such as that of Stacey and Kramers (1975), or measuring the composition of non-radiogenic Pb in a co-existing phase; ever, by nature, the co-genetic grains in detrital samples are unknown. This creates a first-order methodological hurdle for detrital petrochronology: what is the best way to determine the U-Pb age for discordant detrital analyses? and do different discordance filters influence the resulting age spectra and provenance interpretations or not? This careful methodological step is critical to produce age distributions that can be interpreted confidently. Below we review 208Pb-based and 207Pb-based methods for calculating U-Pb dates in discordant grains, then we illustrate this comparison with a new dataset from Anatolia.

### 2.3.1 208Pb Correction

The 208Pb correction method determines the common Pb component using the 232Th-208Pb decay scheme and assumes U-Th-Pb concordance and no Pb loss. The 208Pb correction is ideal for low-Th phases (Zack et al., 2011) and is commonly used for rutile, although not all rutile have low Th concentrations. The method here directly follows the method of Chew et al. (2011) and Odlum et al. (2019), which is also discussed in McLean et al. (2011) and as the total-Pb/U-Th scheme in Vermeesch (2020).

The proportion of 206Pb\textsubscript{common} is calculated as

\[
\frac{\text{206Pb}}{\text{208Pb}} \cdot \frac{\text{208Pb \text{measured}}}{\text{206Pb \text{measured}}} - \left(\frac{\text{206Pb}}{\text{208Pb \text{*}}}ight) \cdot \left(\frac{\text{208Pb \text{measured}}}{\text{206Pb \text{measured}}} - \left(\frac{\text{206Pb}}{\text{208Pb \text{*}}}ight)\right)
\]

where 208Pb\textsubscript{206Pb\text{measured}} is calculated directly from the raw data. The 208Pb/206Pb\textsubscript{common} ratio is calculated from the two-stage Pb evolution model of Stacey and Kramers (1975) for dates younger than 3.7 Ga using \(t_i\):

\[
\left(\frac{\text{206Pb}}{\text{204Pb}}\right) \cdot \text{common} = 9.74 \cdot \left(e^{3.7 \times 10^{9} \cdot \text{a}} - e^{3.7 \times 10^{9} \cdot \text{a} \cdot t_i}\right) + 11.152
\]

and

\[
\left(\frac{\text{208Pb}}{\text{204Pb}}\right) \cdot \text{common} = 36.84 \cdot \left(e^{3.7 \times 10^{9} \cdot \text{a}} - e^{3.7 \times 10^{9} \cdot \text{a} \cdot t_i}\right) + 31.23
\]

and the expected radiogenic 208Pb*/206Pb\text{a} ratios are calculated as

\[
\frac{\text{208Pb}}{\text{206Pb}} = \left(\frac{232\text{Th}}{238\text{U}}\right) \cdot \left(\frac{e^{3.7 \times 10^{9} \cdot \text{a}} - 1}{e^{3.7 \times 10^{9} \cdot \text{a} \cdot t_i} - 1}\right)
\]

where \(t_i\) is the uncorrected date in years. Then, the radiogenic component, the 208Pb*/206Pb ratio, can be calculated as
\[
\frac{^{206}\text{Pb}^*}{^{238}\text{U}} = (1 - f_{206}) \cdot \left(\frac{^{206}\text{Pb}}{^{238}\text{U}}\right)_{\text{measured}}.
\]

The \(^{208}\text{Pb}\)-corrected date (\(^{206}\text{Pb}^*/^{238}\text{U}\) date) is calculated by solving the age equation with the \(^{206}\text{Pb}^*/^{238}\text{U}\) ratio. To iteratively calculate the date, each iteration replaces \(t_i\) with the previously calculated \(^{206}\text{Pb}^*/^{238}\text{U}\) date. The \(^{208}\text{Pb}\)-corrected date presented here is from the fifth iteration. The error on the date is calculated as the equivalent of the percent error of the uncorrected \(^{206}\text{Pb}/^{238}\text{U}\) date (Odlum et al., 2019).

### 2.3.2 \(^{207}\text{Pb}\) Correction

The \(^{207}\text{Pb}\) correction method is based on a linear regression of \(^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}\) and \(^{238}\text{U}/^{206}\text{Pb}\) in Tera-Wasserburg space (Tera and Wasserburg, 1972) along a two-component mixing line between non-radiogenic and radiogenic Pb (Faure, 1986). This method is most powerful for cogenetic minerals because it does not require knowing \(^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}_{\text{common}}\). Yet, because cogenetic analyses are inherently unknown in detrital samples, the routine used here calculates the common Pb component of each individual analysis using the Stacey and Kramers (1975) two-stage Pb evolution model and an initial age estimate. We explore using an initial date estimate from the uncorrected date (\(t_i\)) and from the \(^{208}\text{Pb}\)-corrected date (\(t_{208}\)). The intersection of the discordia with the concordia curve, anchored by \(^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}_{\text{common}}\), is the radiogenic \(^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}^*\). To find the intersection, we use the Schwarz (2022) intersection function in MATLAB. The \(^{207}\text{Pb}\)-corrected \(^{207}\text{Pb}^*/^{206}\text{Pb}\) and \(^{206}\text{Pb}^*/^{238}\text{U}\) dates are calculated from \(^{207}\text{Pb}^*/^{206}\text{Pb}\) and \(^{206}\text{Pb}^*/^{238}\text{U}\), respectively. Note that because the correction forces intersection with the concordia, the two dates are identical. Discordance is calculated in Tera-Wasserburg space, where the percent discordance is defined as the distance between the measured \(^{238}\text{U}/^{206}\text{Pb}\) and \(^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}\) coordinates and the concordia intersection \((\delta_1 + \delta_2)\) along the total discordia line distance \((\delta_1 + \delta_2)\) (Figure 1) (Vermeesch, 2021):

\[
\text{Concordance} = \frac{\delta_1}{\delta_1 + \delta_2}.
\]

This version of discordance, when applied with a stricter filter, is more forgiving for dates younger than 1000 Ma where the slope of the concordia curve is shallow (Vermeesch, 2021).

Like the \(^{208}\text{Pb}\) correction method, the \(^{207}\text{Pb}\) correction method assumes U-Pb concordance and no Pb loss. Because Pb loss is not considered, all calculated dates are obtained from lower intercepts are (possibly) minimum ages. The method here is modified for detrital samples with unknown cogenetic minerals based on methods in Faure (1986), Chew et al. (2011), and the semitotal-Pb/U scheme of Ludwig (1998) and Vermeesch (2020).

We illustrate the difference between these different Pb correction methods and the issue raised by low-U screening with a new dataset from Anatolia.

### 3. Geologic Context

Anatolia is composed of a series of subduction complexes, island arcs, and continental terranes that accreted and collided from the Late Paleozoic through Cenozoic during the progressive opening and closing of Paleotethys and Neotethys seaways (Şengör and Yilmaz, 1981). Today, northwestern Anatolia comprises, from north to south, the
continental Pontides, including the Cretaceous–Eocene forearc-to-foreland Central Sakarya and Sarıcakaya Basins, the Permian–Triassic Karakaya Complex, the İzmir-Ankara-Erzincan suture zone and associated Neotethys ophiolites and mélangé, and the lower plate Anatolide-Tauride continental terranes (Figure 2). The Pontides basement contains Paleozoic paragneiss, schist, and amphibolite rocks intruded by Carboniferous granitoids emplaced during the Variscan orogeny (Göncüoğlu et al., 2000; Ustaömer et al., 2012). The nature of the Karakaya Complex is debated but is generally considered a subduction-accretion complex associated with the Late Paleozoic–Early Mesozoic closure of the Neotethys along the southern margin of Eurasia (Pickett and Robertson, 1996; Okay and Göncüoğlu, 2004; Federici et al., 2010; Ustaömer et al., 2016). The Karakaya Complex contains metamafic and metasedimentary rocks interpreted as seamounts of intra-oceanic basaltic composition and forearc basin and trench deposits (Pickett and Robertson, 1996) that were subsequently metamorphosed to blueschist and epidote-amphibolite with minor eclogite facies with estimated temperatures of 340–550 ± 50 °C (Okay et al., 2002; Federici et al., 2010) with phengite, glaucophane, and barroisite Ar-Ar cooling dates around 200–215 Ma (Okay et al., 2002). The youngest Karakaya Complex units are unmetamorphosed or metamorphosed to zeolite to lower greenschist facies (120–376 °C) (Federici et al., 2010) and are unconformably overlain by Jurassic platform carbonates. The Cretaceous to present closure of the Neotethys and associated suturing is recorded in the Central Sakarya and Sarıcakaya Basins located north of the suture. Stratigraphic and paleocurrent (Ocakoğlu et al., 2018), provenance (Mueller et al., 2022; Campbell et al., 2023), and mudstone geochemistry records (Açıkalı et al., 2016) show the input of suture zone derived material into the Central Sakarya Basin from the Late Cretaceous through Eocene, interpreted as progressive suture zone uplift and exhumation during accretion and continental collision (Ocakoğlu et al., 2018; Okay et al., 2020; Mueller et al., 2022; Campbell et al., 2023). Cretaceous subduction-related arc volcanism and Paleogene syn-collisional volcanic centers are located within and to the north of the basins (Kasapoğlu et al., 2016; Ersoy et al., 2017, 2023; Keskin and Tüysüz, 2018). By Eocene times, increased plate coupling manifested as increased contractional deformation that partitioned the southern Central Sakarya Basin into the Sarıcakaya Basin (Mueller et al., 2022). The Eocene Sarıcakaya Basin received sediment from the suture zone and Karakaya Complex to the south and basement-involved thrust sheets to the north (Mueller et al., 2019).

4 Methods

4.1 Sample Information

Sedimentary samples were collected from Upper Cretaceous to Eocene siliciclastic sedimentary rocks of the Central Sakarya Basin and Sarıcakaya Basin in western Anatolia (Figure 2; Table S2). Detrital zircon U-Pb ages and Hf isotopes from these samples are already published (Mueller et al., 2019, 2022; Campbell et al., 2023). A set of 20 samples were chosen for detrital rutile U-Pb dating and trace element analysis. Heavy minerals were extracted using standard heavy mineral techniques, including crushing, water table, heavy liquid, and magnetic separation (Appendix A). Rutile grains were handpicked but rutile grains were picked from most samples, except for samples 16SKY26, 16SKY42 and 17OZK05 for which 260–320 grains were selected. Rutile grains were mounted in epoxy and polished
to expose the internal structure. Then, rutile mounts were carbon coated and imaged with a TFS Apreo-S with Lovac SEM with an energy-dispersive detector (EDS) to distinguish TiO$_2$ grains from other heavy minerals (Fig. A1).

4.2 U-Pb Analytical Protocol

Detrital rutile U-Pb geochronology was conducted at the Isotope Geochemistry Lab at the University of Kansas (KU-IGL) using a Thermo Element2 magnetic sector field ICP-MS coupled to a Photon Machines AnalyteG2 excimer laser ablation system. The protocol was modified from Rösel et al. (2019) to optimize for low U contents (Appendix A; Table A2). The ICP-MS was manually tuned using NIST SRM 612 reference material glass to yield Th-U ratios close to 0.8 and low oxide production rates while maintaining high $^{238}$U sensitivity. Grains were ablated for 25 seconds with a laser beam diameter of 50 μm, laser fluence of 3.0 J/cm$^2$, and 10 Hz repetition rate. The secondary electron multiplier operated in both counting and analog modes (‘both mode’) to handle both the high U counts in the standards and low U counts in the unknowns. Primary and secondary reference materials were the R10250 (Luvizotto et al., 2009), Wodgina (Ewing, 2011), 9826J (Kylander-Clark, 2008), LJ04-08 (Apen et al., 2020), and Kragerø (Kellett et al., 2018) standards, respectively. The data were reduced in iolite 4 (Paton et al., 2011), calibrated against R10. The protocols reproduced the published ages of the reference materials to 5% or better (Figure A2). Even with the modified protocol, a significant number of analyses did not meet quality control goals: 686 of 1,278 analyses were excluded due to anomalous (spiky) patterns in raw signal intensity and a further 214 analyses were excluded for $^{207}$Pb/$^{206}$Pb error above 20%, leaving 378 analyses remaining (30%). Potential causes for these abnormal patterns and high Pb error include (1) elemental heterogeneity from ablating into small inclusions and/or lamellae; (2) inhomogeneities due to micro-cracks with different element/isotope composition; (3) heterogeneous amount of common lead incorporation during rutile growth; (4) textural and/or elemental heterogeneities due to multiple rutile growth events. Although, scenarios 3 and 4 are unlikely for Pb because it diffuses and should not cause spikes. Detrital rutile U-Pb raw data are given in the data repository (Mueller et al., 2023).

The SEM images do not give a clear picture of how to better select grains that will produce acceptable signal intensity and U-Pb concordance. Figure 3 shows SEM images of representative rutile grains after laser ablation. Most grains have both U-Pb and trace element results, but some grains have only U-Pb results due to the grain size being too small for a second ablation spot or have only trace element data. 4.3 Trace Element Geochemistry Analytical Protocol

Detrital rutile trace element geochemistry ($^{49}$Ti, $^{51}$V, $^{53}$Cr, $^{66}$Zn, $^{90}$Zr, $^{90}$Nb, $^{95}$Mo, $^{118}$Sn, $^{121}$Sb, $^{177}$Hf, $^{181}$Ta, $^{182}$W) was conducted at the KU-IGL using the same instrumentation and parameters, except with a 25 or 35 μm spot size. Reference materials included USGS GSD-1G and GS glasses and R10 rutile. Trace element concentrations were calculated using the Trace Element routine in iolite 4 with $^{49}$Ti as an internal standard; for rutile unknowns, TiO$_2$ was set to be 100 mass-%, allowing U-Pb and trace element analysis mounts were imaged in an SEM at University of Nevada Reno (Figure 3). Most grains have both U-Pb and trace element results, but some grains have only U-Pb results due to the grain size being too small for a second ablation spot or have only trace element data...
results due to discarded U-Pb data. Detrital rutile trace element raw data are given in the data repository (Mueller et al., 2023).

5 U-Pb Results

5.1 Influence of Pb Corrections on Date Spectra

All the U-Pb results are displayed together in Figure 4 in Tera-Wasserburg space. A substantial number of analyses plot close to non-radiogenic common Pb values. This is evident in the convergence of data toward y-intercept values close to known common Pb values: from 1000 Ma to present, the $^{207}\text{Pb} / ^{206}\text{Pb}_{\text{common}}$ ratio evolves from ~0.88 to 0.83 (Stacey and Kramers, 1975). Therefore, this section explores the sensitivity of U-Pb date spectra to $^{208}\text{Pb}$- and $^{207}\text{Pb}$-correction methods and to discordance filters in order to determine whether these factors change the overall provenance interpretations.

The uncorrected and corrected data are shown in Figure 5 as kernel density estimates (KDEs) and cumulative distributions. Resulting date distributions for each sample are shown in Figure A3, but due to small sample sizes, interpretations are based on the cumulative dataset. Within each common Pb correction method, the results are subdivided by concordance (see Figure 4). For the $^{207}\text{Pb}$ corrections, concordance is defined in Tera-Wasserburg space. For the sake of comparison, the 100–40% concordant group for the $^{208}\text{Pb}$ correction excludes the same grains that are categorized as 40–0% concordant in the $^{207}\text{Pb}$ correction. The 100–80%, 80–60%, and 60–40% concordance groups have modes centered around 95 Ma, 190 Ma, 310 Ma, and 580 Ma. The uncorrected, $^{208}\text{Pb}$-corrected with no concordance filter, and 40–0% concordance groups have broad date peaks with poorly defined date modes.

The different common Pb corrections produce differences in peak amplitude, the percent concordance has a larger impact on overall date distribution (Figure 5). The date difference between the $^{207}\text{Pb}$-corrected dates using $t_1$ and $t_2$ is less than 1% for analyses less than 60% concordant and less than 5% for analyses 60–40% concordant (Figure 6). The difference in date significantly increases for grains that are less than 40% concordant. This result is replicated in statistical comparisons included in the data repository (i.e., similarity, likeness, cross-correlation, Kolmogorov-Smirnov; Mueller et al., 2023). For this reason, we prefer the date distributions that include all grains 100–40% concordant, excluding grains below 40% concordant. However, the similarity in the $^{207}\text{Pb}$ with $t_{208}$ cumulative date distribution for the 100–40% and 40–0% groups is notable, which could warrant the inclusion of those low concordance grains. Ultimately, the prominent date modes are the same across $^{207}\text{Pb}$- and $^{208}\text{Pb}$-corrected groups, meaning that provenance interpretations are not affected by the choice of Pb correction method. This may not be the case for other datasets where the Pb correction method and concordance filter may influence the final date distribution and in cases where the KDE amplitude is important.
5.2 Influence of Low-U Rutile on Age Spectra

A common analytical workflow for detrital rutile is to first analyze trace elements then only collect U-Pb data on rutile above a given U concentration threshold (ca. > 4–5 ppm; Zack et al., 2004a; Okay et al., 2011; Rösel et al., 2019). Elemental concentrations are calculated based on the measured count rate (i.e., counts per second, CPS), which is inherently dependent on the individual mass spectrometer and laser ablation parameters (e.g., spot size, fluence). The concentration in an unknown is calculated based on the known concentration in the primary reference material and measured CPS of the primary reference material. Hence, if sensitivity is increased or decreased proportionally for reference materials and unknowns across various ICP-MS instruments and analytical parameters, the resulting concentration (ppm) will be the same. Yet, for instruments with lower sensitivity, the signal background and counting statistics will require a higher CPS to achieve the same measured concentration (i.e., 4 ppm). In this way, the U-threshold filter is instrument-dependent. The primary standard, R10, has a U concentration of 44 ppm (Luvizotto et al., 2009) and, in our measurements, on average, 2.1 million CPS $^{238}$U. The $^{238}$U baseline was about 5 CPS, therefore, the instrument set-up used here has a maximum detection limit of about 0.0003 ppm $^{238}$U (calculated from 3x background). The detrital rutile with the lowest uranium concentration (0.02 ppm) is nearly two orders of magnitude above this detection limit.

The U-threshold filter is intended to maximize the proportion of concordant rutile analyzed. This includes rutile that have low incorporation of U during growth (independent of analytical instrumentation) and rutile that have poorly resolved U-Pb ratios due to low U CPS such as old rutile and mafic rutile (machine dependent). This U-threshold filtering potentially introduces bias into the provenance results as omitting low-U rutile biases results toward younger and metapelitic sources. Therefore, we explore whether using a 4-ppm threshold rather than analyzing rutile of all U concentrations is, in practice, best to maximize usable data or if it imparts a bias in provenance interpretations.

A comparison of analyzed rutile included with the U-threshold versus concordance filters is given in Figure 7. The U-threshold filter includes all grains with U higher than 4 ppm, whereas the concordance filter includes grains more than 40% concordant. Of the rutile that are more than 40% concordant, many have U concentrations below 4 ppm, and all are above 0.1 ppm. The majority of grains older than 250 Ma are above 4 ppm U. Thus, the U-threshold filter does not seem to impart a bias toward older dates. The two filtering methods produce date spectra with the same dominant modes, yet the amplitude of peaks vary between methods. For example, the 190 Ma mode is more prominent with the concordance filter than with the U-threshold filter. Furthermore, the predominant date modes contain rutile of both metapelitic and metamafic origin (cf. next section and Figure 8). Even though the two filters do not yield different provenance interpretations in this case, most mafic-classified grains have U contents below 4 ppm and are in the 190 Ma population. Hence, the U-threshold filter is likely biasing results toward pelitic sources. In this dataset, all grains more than 40% concordant are above 0.1 ppm, which could be a more suitable U-threshold. However, a significant number of highly discordant grains are also within 0.1 to 4 ppm U, meaning that the U threshold does not adequately delineate interpretable data. As the U-threshold filter is both instrumentation sensitivity dependent and biases provenance results, we suggest that a U-threshold protocol is not appropriate for provenance studies.
6 Trace Element Results

6.1 Source Lithology

Trace element results are provided in the supplementary information. Discrimination diagrams using V, Cr, Zr, Fe, and Nb can distinguish rutile from other TiO$_2$ polymorphs (Triebold et al., 2011), and all analyzed grains plot within the expected rutile fields (Appendix A; Figure A4). The Cr and Nb concentrations discriminate between metapelitic and metamafic source rocks (Zack et al., 2004a; Triebold et al., 2011, 2012). Even though the exact discrimination line between metamafic and metapelitic source lithologies is debated (e.g., Meinhold et al., 2008; Triebold et al., 2012), the detrital rutile in this dataset plots in both the metamafic and metapelitic fields (Figure 8). There is no clustering by sample or U-Pb date.

6.2 Source Metamorphism

The Zr-in-rutile temperature results are displayed alongside U concentration (Figure 9). In this dataset, Zr concentrations range from 2 to 1934 ppm, yielding a range in source rock minimum peak temperatures from 359 °C to 824 °C. Even though many studies only acquire U-Pb dates on rutile with U > 4–5 ppm, 87% of rutile in this study are below 4 ppm (n=517/592). This commonly accepted strategy has important implications for provenance interpretation. In our dataset, the majority of rutile with U > 4 ppm are classified as pelitic and generally have higher Zr contents (Figure 8 and Figure 9). Whereas low-U rutile in this study generally correlates with lower Zr contents (per temperature) and includes the majority of mafic-classified grains (Figure 9). Therefore, the exclusion of low-U rutile in provenance studies likely misses sediment sourced from lower grade metamorphic units and metamafic sources.

The Zr-in-rutile thermometer generally preserves the crystallization or recrystallization temperature. The Zr-in-rutile thermometer can become uncoupled from the U-Pb age because Pb diffusion during metamorphic events or extended cooling periods will lead to partial or complete resetting of the U-Pb system (Cherniak et al., 2007; Luvizotto and Zack, 2009; Kooijman et al., 2012) and are displayed in Tera-Wasserburg space, the 4 dominant modes—95 Ma, 190 Ma, 310 Ma, 580 Ma—have fairly consistent Zr-in-rutile temperatures (Figure 10). The highest temperatures are found in the 95 Ma date mode, reaching granulite facies conditions. The 580 Ma and 310 Ma rutiles similarly preserve high temperatures, up to 700–800 °C, whereas the majority of 190 Ma rutiles show temperatures around 450–500 °C corresponding to blueschist/greenschist facies conditions. Because temperatures for the 190 Ma population are cooler than for the older events and are not high enough to have reset the U-Pb dates, we interpret these temperatures as primary. Furthermore, partially reset dates would smear the data along discordia from the initial crystallization event age, not towards common Pb.

6.3 Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted on the detrital rutile trace element compositions (V, Cr, Zn, Ga, Zr, Nb, Mo, Sn, Sb, Hf, Ta, W) using OriginPro statistical software and the results are given in Appendix B. PCA is a multivariate statistical procedure that identifies the variables that explain the most amount of variance within
a dataset. The principal components are ranked based on the amount of variance they explain. Plots of principal component ‘loadings’ display the distribution of the trace element variables with respect to the principal components. Figure 11 shows that the variance between samples can largely be explained by Hf, Zr, Sn, Cr, V, Nb and Ta. Because Cr, Nb and Ta are protolith dependent (PC 2) and Hf and Zr are temperature dependent (PC 1), the variance in detrital rutile trace element chemistry is best explained by both protolith and metamorphic grade, allowing us to track these two properties of source rocks.

7 Utility of Detrital Rutile Petrochronology

7.1 Anatolian Sedimentary Provenance Interpretation

Sedimentary provenance is interpreted from all detrital rutile dates together, rather than by sample, due to the small number of analyses in each (see Figure S3 for individual sample results). The detrital rutile results are displayed along with detrital zircon dates from the same Upper Cretaceous to Eocene units in the Central Sakarya and Sarıcakaya Basins (Figure 12; data from Campbell, 2017; Ocakoğlu et al., 2018; Mueller et al., 2019, 2022; Okay and Kylander-Clark, 2022). The rutile grains that define the ca. 95 Ma population (Figure 12) include some of the highest Zr-in-rutile temperatures (Figure 10) and are concurrent with a 110–76 Ma high flux magmatic event that is dominant in the detrital zircon record (Figure 12; Mueller et al., 2022). The lower plate Anatolide-Tauride northern margin underwent blueschist facies metamorphism in the Late Cretaceous, however, the sedimentary provenance record indicates no sediment transport across the suture zone between the Pontides and Anatolide-Tauride terranes in the latest Cretaceous (Okay and Kylander-Clark, 2022). Thus, the 95 Ma age population is interpreted as either igneous or metamorphic rutile from Late Cretaceous magmatism and associated contact metamorphism on the Pontides. The 190 Ma peak includes the lowest Zr-in-rutile temperatures (450–575 °C), mafic and pelitic sources, and predominantly low-U rutile. The age, lithology, and temperature findings support a Karakaya Complex sediment source. The Karakaya Complex contains intra-oceanic basalts and forearc deposits; the metamorphosed units reached temperatures of 340–550 °C around 200–215 Ma (Okay et al., 2002; Federici et al., 2010). Detrital zircons from Karakaya Complex units have age modes at ca. 235 Ma, 315 Ma, and 400 Ma interpreted as sediment input from the Pontides Triassic magmatic arc, Variscan granitoids, and crystalline basement to the forearc (Ustaömer et al., 2016). This 190 Ma rutile age population is not prominent in the detrital zircon spectra and records Karakaya Complex metamorphism. The 310 Ma and 580 Ma detrital rutile age populations are mirrored in the detrital zircon record and match the zircon age modes present in Pontides basement. The Carboniferous peak corresponds to a 330–340 Ma pulse of high-T metamorphism and 290–320 Ma magmatism during the Variscan orogeny (Ustaömer et al., 2012; Topuz et al., 2020). These basement units crop out along the thrust fault that partitions the two basins (Tuzakli-Gümele Thrust; Figure 12b). Variscan-aged detrital rutiles were found in Jurassic sandstones in the Central Sakarya Basin and interpreted as derived from either primary Pontide basement or recycled sedimentary sources (Sengün et al., 2020). Therefore, the detrital rutile of this age in Upper Cretaceous to Eocene units could be derived from primary basement sources or recycled Jurassic sedimentary units. Notably the ca. 395 Ma peak in the detrital zircon record is absent from the rutile age spectra, possibly because the rutile of that age were overprinted by the Carboniferous high temperature event.
Scarce Silurian (440–420 Ma) and Devonian (400–380 Ma) metaigneous rocks exist in the hanging wall of the Tuzakt–Gümele Thrust (Topuz et al., 2020). The absence of this age population in the rutile record could be due to the scarcity of outcrops or sample size. Lastly, the 580 Ma Pan-African and older detrital rutile ages align with the detrital zircon age spectra. These grains could be sourced from the Pontides basement or recycled from sedimentary units (Ustaömer et al., 2012; Mueller et al., 2019); however, because grains of this age must have escaped any younger high-T events, we interpret them as polycyclic grains derived from recycled sedimentary units. Carboniferous and older zircon grains have been interpreted as a mix of primary crystalline Pontides basement and recycled sedimentary sources, including recycled from the Karakaya Complex metasedimentary units and from sedimentary units exposed along thrust sheets. Therefore, it is possible that the rutile grains are derived from primary sources or recycled from Triassic and younger sedimentary units. Together, the detrital zircon and rutile age spectra demonstrate that, from the Late Cretaceous to Eocene, sediment was sourced to the Central Sakarya and Sarıkakaya Basins from syn-depositional magmatic centers, the Karakaya Complex within the suture zone, the Pontides crystalline basement, and recycled sedimentary units.

7.2 Implications of New Workflow on Provenance Applications

Employing detrital rutile geochronology and geochemistry, and the workflows presented here, have several implications for the provenance interpretations. First, the various Pb correction methods produce similar age spectra and do not change the final provenance interpretations. Second, the 190 Ma population is poorly represented in the detrital zircon record (Figure 12). This means that detrital rutile is capturing a unique sedimentary provenance signal. The Karakaya Complex is not easily captured in the detrital zircon record due to both zircon-poor lithologies and the multi-cyclic Carboniferous and Devonian-aged grains. This finding emphasizes the utility of detrital rutile to discriminate between specific sediment sources. Third, the majority of rutile analyses in the 190 Ma group are low-U grains, meaning this age population would not have been captured using workflow protocols that filter out low U analyses (Figure 9). The Karakaya Complex is composed of metamafic and metapelitic rocks, and the rutile dataset demonstrates that low-U rutile are sourced from mafic and pelitic units (Figure 7 and Figure 8). The contribution of Karakaya Complex to the basin would be underrepresented without including low-U rutile. Additionally, the U threshold is dependent on the spot size and sensitivity of the ICP-MS used and does not adequately delineate interpretable data in a way that merits continued use. Lastly, the presence of 580 Ma grains means that those grains escaped younger high-T events, such as Variscan-related Carboniferous metamorphism (Figure 10). This supports the interpretation that the 580 Ma grains are recycled from sedimentary units, rather than derived from primary Pontide basement sources that underwent Carboniferous metamorphism. In this way, paired rutile U-Pb dates and Zr-in-rutile thermometry can discriminate between potential sediment sources.

Because detrital rutile is capturing sediment input from a terrane not represented in the zircon record, detrital rutile has the potential to close the gap between the advances in zircon applicability and its limitations. For example, detrital zircon U-Pb dating, (U-Th)/He and fission track thermochronometry, and trace element and isotopic geochemistry are being performed on single grains to reconstruct the timing, tempo, and spatial extent of sedimentation, magmatism, deformation, exhumation, and crustal thickness. Rutile provides the opportunity to answer
similar orogenic-scale questions in areas where zircon alone is insufficient. The dataset from Anatolia demonstrates that detrital rutile provides information on sedimentation, deformation, and metamorphism. Finally, the accretion and collision of subduction complexes and oceanic plateaus has been notoriously difficult to discern with provenance techniques, often inferred from the absence of detrital zircon age modes (Shekut and Licht, 2020; Darin et al., 2022). This work shows that detrital rutile is a promising proxy to track sediment input from accreted terranes and can be applied to convergent margins worldwide.

8 Conclusion

Sedimentary provenance analysis plays a crucial role in understanding the geodynamic, magmatic, structural, and topographic evolution of convergent margins. Detrital zircon U-Pb geochronology is a widely used technique, however, it has several limitations and can struggle to capture significant events in a convergent margin lifecycle (e.g., low grade metamorphism, mafic protoliths). Detrital rutile provides one opportunity to overcome these limitations. This study provides methods for using detrital rutile U-Pb and trace element analysis in tracking sediment input from metamorphic units using a new dataset from the Central Sakarya and Sarıcakaya Basins in Anatolia. We present a workflow for evaluating discordance and common Pb, which is critical for confidently interpreting age distributions. The results show that common Pb correction is important, but the choice of correction method is less influential, and that grains up to 60% discordant can be used for meaningful provenance interpretation. Using a concordance filter is more appropriate than filtering out low-U rutile. Low-U rutile comprise an important detrital population—lower grade metamorphic units and metamafic sources—that would otherwise be missed with analytical protocols that screen U concentration. Based on trace element geochemistry, these low-U rutile grains are classified as metamafic and metapelitic and predominantly have greenschist-blueschist Zr-in-rutile temperatures, thus correspond to sediment input from the subduction accretion Karakaya Complex. Sedimentary provenance from the Karakaya Complex is poorly resolved in the detrital zircon record, further highlighting the potential of detrital rutile as an important provenance proxy in orogenic settings.

Appendix A: Sample Preparation and Analytical Methods

A.1 Sample Preparation

The samples in this study were previously separated for detrital zircon analysis (Table A1; Mueller et al., 2022, 2019). In order to extract detrital rutile, all heavy mineral fractions from post-water table separation steps were recombined and reprocessed. Then, samples were separated in heavy liquids (i.e., methylene iodide). The Frantz magnetic separator was set to 20° side slope and 20° forward slope such that rutile grains were separated into the 0.7 to 1.5 amp. fraction (Rosenblum and Brownfield, 2000). Rutile grains were handpicked with a Leica M205C binocular microscope using transmitted and polarized light. For samples with a small quantity of heavy mineral grains, rutile was picked from all 0.3 to >1.5 amp. magnetic fractions. Rutile grains were red-brown-yellow color in reflected light, red to opaque in plane polarized light, and displayed a resinous to vitreous luster; grains were well rounded to euhedral with many displaying twinning characteristic of rutile’s tetragonal crystal system and striations parallel to the long
axis. Grains were placed on Kapton tape and mounted in epoxy in 25-mm diameter cups. The mounts were polished to expose the internal structure of the grains.

Rutile mounts were carbon coated and imaged with a TFS Apreo-S with Lovac SEM with an energy-dispersive detector (EDS) to distinguish rutile grains from other spurious heavy minerals (Figure A1). Then the epoxy mounts were polished with 1 μm and 0.25 μm grit in felt. Mounts were soaked in 2M nitric acid (HNO₃) in the ultrasonic, then in ultra-pure water in the ultrasonic to remove carbon coat remnants.

A.2 U-Pb Geochronology

Detrital rutile U-Pb geochronology was conducted at the Isotope Geochemistry Lab at the University of Kansas using a Thermo Element2 magnetic sector field ICP-MS coupled to a Photon Machines AnalyteG2 excimer laser ablation system (see also metadata in Table A2). We used a modified protocol from Rösel et al. (2019), which we optimized for low U concentrations. Because metamafic rocks, which have low U concentrations, were suspected to be an important sedimentary source, we designed a protocol to maximize U sensitivity. We spent a significant amount of time tuning acquisition parameters and opted for a laser beam diameter of 50 μm, running the secondary electron multiplier in ‘both mode’ to handle both the high U counts in the standards and low U counts in the unknowns, and using a long washout time of 15 seconds time to get a steady, low 238U background. Rutile unknowns were calibrated against a suite of reference materials. The data were reduced in iolite 4 (Paton et al., 2011), calibrated against the R10 standard. Individual analyses with >20% discordance in 207Pb/206Pb ratios (more lenient than the 15% recommended in Lippert, 2014) or abnormal patterns in raw signal intensity were excluded from analyses and interpretations.

The accuracy of the protocol was evaluated using a suite of international standards. We used R10 as the primary standard (1091.6 ± 3.5 Ma TIMS age; Luvizotto et al., 2009), and the secondary standards included Wodgina (2845.8 ± 7.8 Ma TIMS age; Ewing, 2011), Kragerø (1085.7 ± 7.9 Ma TIMS age; Kellett et al., 2018), 9826J (381.9 ± 1.1 Ma TIMS age; Kylander-Clark, 2008), and LJ04-08 (498 ± 3 Ma LA-ICP-MS age; Apen et al., 2020). Figure A2 displays the weighted mean of the uncorrected and corrected ages as the percent deviation from the published age (see also the data repository Mueller et al., 2023). The rutile U-Pb dates of individual sample are shown as histograms in Figure A3.

A.3 Trace Element Geochemistry

Detrital rutile trace element geochemistry was conducted at the Isotope Geochemistry Lab at the University of Kansas using a Thermo Element2 magnetic sector field ICP-MS coupled to a Photon Machines AnalyteG2 excimer laser ablation system (see also Table A2). Trace elements (⁴⁹Ti, ⁵¹V, ⁵¹Cr, ⁶⁶Zn, ⁶⁹Ga, ⁹⁰Zr, ⁹⁰Nb, ⁹⁰Mo, ¹¹⁸Sn, ¹²¹Sb, ¹⁷⁷Hf, ¹⁸¹Ta, ¹⁸²W) were determined by ablating material from a 25–35 μm laser beam diameter with a beam energy density of 3.0 J/cm² and a repetition rate of 10 Hz. Trace element reference materials included USGS GSD-1G and USGS GSC-1G glasses (Jochum et al., 2011) and R10 rutile (Luvizotto et al., 2009). Trace element concentrations were calculated using the Trace Element routine in iolite 4 (Paton et al., 2011) with ⁴⁹Ti as an internal standard; for
rutile unknowns, TiO$_2$ was set to be 100 mass-%. Following U-Pb and trace element analysis mounts were imaged in a SEM at University of Nevada Reno.

Trace element composition was then used to confirm that the analyzed grains are rutile. TiO$_2$ polymorphs rutile, brookite and anatase are argued to be optically distinct (Mange and Maurer, 1992) or optically indistinguishable (Triebold et al., 2011). Either way, V, Cr, Zr, Fe, and Nb concentrations vary systematically among TiO$_2$ polymorphs (Triebold et al., 2011). Discrimination diagrams of Cr versus V and V versus Zr can verify that analyzed grains are rutile. The grains from this study are plotted alongside the polymorph dataset of Triebold et al. (2011) which were classified using Raman spectrometry (Figure A4). All samples from this study plot within the range of rutile grains.
Figure A1. SEM EDS imaging of rutile grain mount 21RtF. (A) EDS elemental map where grains are colored by elements Ca, Fe, Ti, P, and Si. Rutile (TiO$_2$) grains are yellow, iron oxides are red, zircon are blue, and apatite are green. (B) Typical spectra of a rutile grain.
Figure A2. Deviation around the published age for the primary and secondary rutile reference materials. Circles and horizontal bars correspond to the weighted mean and standard deviation for analyses over all sessions. The various correction methods are explained in the main text. Note: The final iteration of the $^{208}\text{Pb}$ correction yields a corrected $^{238}\text{U}/^{206}\text{Pb}$ ratio. The combined $^{208}\text{Pb}$ correction follows the $^{207}\text{Pb}$ correction method in Tera-Wasserburg space using the new $^{208}\text{Pb}$-corrected $^{238}\text{U}/^{206}\text{Pb}$ ratio and the original $^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}$ ratio. In general, this combined correction method performed poorly and was not applied to detrital unknowns. Data from the figure are included in the data repository.
Figure A3. Histograms of detrital rutile U-Pb ages by sample. Histograms are 25 Myr bins and the ages shown are the $^{207}$Pb correction with $t^{208}$. Visualized with detritalPy (Sharman et al., 2018).
Figure A4. TiO$_2$ polymorph discrimination diagrams using (a) Cr versus V and (b) V versus Zr concentrations of analyzed grains. Rutile grains from this study, colored by sample, plot within the range of rutile grains identified in Triebold et al. (2011).
Table A1. Sample Information. IGSN: International Geo Sample Number, CSB: Central Sakarya Basin, SB: Sarıcakaya Basin. CSB and SB stratigraphic sections are from Ocakoğlu et al. (2018) and Mueller et al. (2019), respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Name</th>
<th>IGSN</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Basin and Section</th>
<th>Stratigraphic Age</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Sample and detrital zircon source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18DMN01</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE0005</td>
<td>Değirmenözü Fm</td>
<td>CSB, Okçular Section</td>
<td>Santonian</td>
<td>40.373917</td>
<td>30.977778</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18NAL12</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE0001</td>
<td>Yenipazar Fm</td>
<td>CSB, Nallihan Section</td>
<td>Up. Camp.–Maastrichtian</td>
<td>40.245028</td>
<td>31.09472</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18TK01</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE0001</td>
<td>Çatalçepe Fm</td>
<td>CSB, Taraklı Section</td>
<td>Paleocene–lower Eocene</td>
<td>40.327833</td>
<td>30.520861</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18KIZ01</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE000C</td>
<td>Kızılkay Fm</td>
<td>CSB, Okçular Section</td>
<td>Paleocene–lower Eocene</td>
<td>40.396667</td>
<td>30.962861</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18YE05</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE000D</td>
<td>Kızılkay Fm</td>
<td>CSB, Yenipazar Section</td>
<td>Paleocene–lower Eocene</td>
<td>40.189639</td>
<td>30.626167</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18TB01</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE000F</td>
<td>Taraklı Fm</td>
<td>CSB, Taraklı Section</td>
<td>Paleocene–lower Eocene</td>
<td>40.357556</td>
<td>30.524444</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18Y03</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE000K</td>
<td>Yenipazar Fm</td>
<td>CSB, Okçular Section</td>
<td>Lower Paleocene</td>
<td>40.389556</td>
<td>30.990306</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16SK04</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE0017</td>
<td>Mihalgazi Fm</td>
<td>SB, Mayıslar Section</td>
<td>Ypresian</td>
<td>40.030250</td>
<td>30.652306</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16SK09</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE0019</td>
<td>Mihalgazi Fm</td>
<td>SB, Mayıslar Section</td>
<td>Ypresian–Lutetian</td>
<td>40.033250</td>
<td>30.651222</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16SK23</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE001H</td>
<td>Mihalgazi Fm</td>
<td>SB, Iğdır Section</td>
<td>Ypresian</td>
<td>40.057806</td>
<td>30.68833</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16SK26</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE001K</td>
<td>Mihalgazi Fm</td>
<td>SB, Iğdır Section</td>
<td>Ypresian–Lutetian</td>
<td>40.058583</td>
<td>30.68803</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16SK37</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE001Q</td>
<td>Mihalgazi Fm</td>
<td>SB, Kapıkaya Section</td>
<td>Ypresian–Lutetian</td>
<td>40.072889</td>
<td>30.741806</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16SK42</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE001T</td>
<td>Mihalgazi Fm</td>
<td>SB, Kapıkaya Section</td>
<td>Ypresian–Lutetian</td>
<td>40.074500</td>
<td>30.743944</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16SK30</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE001W</td>
<td>Mihalgazi Fm</td>
<td>SB, Kapıkaya Section</td>
<td>Ypresian–Lutetian</td>
<td>40.078639</td>
<td>30.744722</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17OZK05</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE001Z</td>
<td>Mihalgazi Fm</td>
<td>SB, Özanköy Section</td>
<td>Ypresian–Lutetian</td>
<td>40.139817</td>
<td>30.931111</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17MG02</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE0007</td>
<td>Gemickiiyi Fm</td>
<td>CSB, Yenipazar Section</td>
<td>Up. Lutetian–Low. Bartonian</td>
<td>40.210444</td>
<td>30.65528</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18YE01</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE0008</td>
<td>Gemickiiyi Fm</td>
<td>CSB, Yenipazar Section</td>
<td>Upper Bartonian–Priabonian</td>
<td>40.251000</td>
<td>30.534750</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18YE04</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE0009</td>
<td>Güvenç Fm</td>
<td>CSB, Yenipazar Section</td>
<td>Lutetian</td>
<td>40.193583</td>
<td>30.623028</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18HAL01</td>
<td>10.58052/EMUE000A</td>
<td>Halidiye Fm</td>
<td>CSB, Okçular Section</td>
<td>Lutetian</td>
<td>40.396889</td>
<td>30.960694</td>
<td>Mueller et al., 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory and Sample Preparation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory name</td>
<td>The University of Kansas, Dept. of Geology, Isotope Geochemistry Lab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample type/mineral</td>
<td>Rutile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample preparation</td>
<td>1-in epoxy rounds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging</td>
<td>EDS in SEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser Ablation System</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Make, model &amp; type</td>
<td>ATL ArF excimer laser (193 nm), Photon Machines AnalyteG2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablation cell &amp; volume</td>
<td>HeLex 9-sample cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser wavelength</td>
<td>193 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse width (ns)</td>
<td>5 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluence</td>
<td>3.0 J/cm² (77% at 5mJ output)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition rate</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot size (um)</td>
<td>Trace elements: 25 μm; U-Pb: 50 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling mode / pattern</td>
<td>Single spots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier gas</td>
<td>He, 1.1 l/min, Ar, 1.07 l/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablation duration</td>
<td>25s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell carrier gas flow</td>
<td>He, 1.1 l/min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICP-MS Instrument</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Make, Model &amp; type</td>
<td>Thermo Element2 magnetic sector field ICP-MS (single collector)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample introduction</td>
<td>Aerosol with sample + He was mixed with Ar using a T-connector 15 cm upstream from torch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF power</td>
<td>1200–1250 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make-up gas flow</td>
<td>Ar, 1.07 l/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling depth</td>
<td>ca. 20 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection system</td>
<td>single detector (SEM), counting &amp; analog modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements/ isotopes analyzed</td>
<td>Trace elements: 49Ti, 51V, 53Cr, 56Fe, 66Zn, 69Ga, 90Zr, 93Nb, 95Mo, 118Sn, 121Sb, 177Hf, 181Ta, 182W. U-Pb: 206Pb, 207Pb, 208Pb, 232Th, 238U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration time per channel (Sample Time)</td>
<td>Trace elements: 49Ti=3 ms, 90Zr=20 ms, and 10 ms for all other isotopes; U-Pb: 206=8 ms, 207=10 ms, 208=2 ms, 232=2 ms, 238=4 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total integration time (Segment Duration)</td>
<td>Trace elements: 49Ti=9 ms, 90Zr=20 ms, and 10 ms for all other isotopes; U-Pb: 206Pb=32 ms, 207Pb=40 ms, 208Pb=8 ms, 232Th=8 ms, 238U=20 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total method time</td>
<td>Trace elements: 40 s (120 runs, 1 pass); U-Pb: 31 s (100 runs, 3 passes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP Dead time</td>
<td>6 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UO+/U+</td>
<td>≤0.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232Th+/238U+</td>
<td>&gt;0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Processing</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas blank</td>
<td>Trace elements: 7–15 s, U-Pb: 7–15 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration strategy</td>
<td>Trace elements: standard-sampling bracketing + internal standardization assuming 100% TiO₂; U-Pb: standard-sampling bracketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference material info</td>
<td>Trace elements: GSD-1G (Guillong et al., 2005; Jochum et al., 2005); U-Pb: R10 (Luvizotto et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal std for trace elements</td>
<td>49Ti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data processing package used / Correction for LIEF
Iolite 4 (Paton et al., 2011): Trace elements: Trace Elements data reduction scheme; U-Pb: U-Pb Geochronology data reduction scheme; exponential LIEF correction for U-Pb ratios.

Common-Pb correction, composition and uncertainty
See text for discussion.

Uncertainty level & propagation
Trace elements: 2se internal uncertainty; U-Pb: 2se propagated uncertainty from U-Pb Geochronology data reduction scheme. Concordia diagrams were plotted using IsoplotR (Vermeesch, 2018) with 2s uncertainty ellipses

Reproducibility
Trace elements: 5–7%. U-Pb ratios: 2–4%

Quality control / Validation
Trace elements: R10 (Luvizotto et al., 2009) and GSC-1G (Guillong et al., 2005; Jochum et al., 2005); U-Pb: Wodgina (Ewing, 2011), Kragerø (Kellett et al., 2018), 9826J (Kylander-Clark, 2008), LJ04-08 (Apen et al., 2020)

Appendix B: Additional Principal Component Analysis Information

Figure B1. Principal component analysis scree plot displaying the eigenvalues for each principal component. Data are in Table B2.

Table B1. Principal Component Analysis – Correlation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Ga</th>
<th>Zr</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Sn</th>
<th>Sb</th>
<th>Hf</th>
<th>Ta</th>
<th>W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.28702</td>
<td>0.08471</td>
<td>-0.00424</td>
<td>0.05335</td>
<td>-0.09225</td>
<td>-0.04913</td>
<td>0.30235</td>
<td>-0.10058</td>
<td>0.14697</td>
<td>-0.06449</td>
<td>0.11768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>0.28702</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00721</td>
<td>-0.06293</td>
<td>-0.02758</td>
<td>-0.14992</td>
<td>-0.0576</td>
<td>0.13129</td>
<td>-0.11661</td>
<td>0.02323</td>
<td>-0.18616</td>
<td>0.02185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>0.08471</td>
<td>0.00721</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.20306</td>
<td>-6.68E-04</td>
<td>-0.06795</td>
<td>0.00211</td>
<td>0.10389</td>
<td>-0.02017</td>
<td>-0.02065</td>
<td>-0.07042</td>
<td>-0.01978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga</td>
<td>-0.00424</td>
<td>-0.06293</td>
<td>0.20306</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02637</td>
<td>-0.01569</td>
<td>-0.0019</td>
<td>0.11868</td>
<td>-0.00756</td>
<td>0.03545</td>
<td>-0.02975</td>
<td>0.04133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B2. Principal Component Analysis – Eigenvalues of the Correlation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eigenvalue</th>
<th>Percentage of Variance</th>
<th>Cumulative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.63379</td>
<td>21.95%</td>
<td>21.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.94337</td>
<td>16.19%</td>
<td>38.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.26467</td>
<td>10.54%</td>
<td>48.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.24705</td>
<td>10.39%</td>
<td>59.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.12556</td>
<td>9.38%</td>
<td>68.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.97551</td>
<td>8.13%</td>
<td>76.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.86476</td>
<td>7.21%</td>
<td>83.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.77053</td>
<td>6.42%</td>
<td>90.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.68894</td>
<td>5.74%</td>
<td>95.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>2.87%</td>
<td>98.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.0868</td>
<td>0.72%</td>
<td>99.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.05402</td>
<td>0.45%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B3. Principal Component Analysis – Extracted Eigenvectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coefficients of PC1</th>
<th>Coefficients of PC2</th>
<th>Coefficients of PC3</th>
<th>Coefficients of PC4</th>
<th>Coefficients of PC5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.11188</td>
<td>0.32574</td>
<td>0.5509</td>
<td>0.18163</td>
<td>0.00963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>-0.02241</td>
<td>0.33015</td>
<td>0.54321</td>
<td>-0.00609</td>
<td>0.08221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>0.00128</td>
<td>0.1495</td>
<td>-0.09679</td>
<td>0.56211</td>
<td>-0.35561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga</td>
<td>0.04679</td>
<td>0.07679</td>
<td>-0.24684</td>
<td>0.52186</td>
<td>-0.39737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zr</td>
<td>0.49771</td>
<td>0.16248</td>
<td>-0.18544</td>
<td>-0.30947</td>
<td>-0.25365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb</td>
<td>0.3141</td>
<td>-0.54281</td>
<td>0.24962</td>
<td>0.12009</td>
<td>-0.0531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>0.24009</td>
<td>0.15855</td>
<td>-0.34487</td>
<td>0.10349</td>
<td>0.48557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn</td>
<td>0.40793</td>
<td>0.20734</td>
<td>0.04078</td>
<td>0.32142</td>
<td>0.3218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb</td>
<td>0.04322</td>
<td>-0.15434</td>
<td>-0.20528</td>
<td>0.19598</td>
<td>0.42865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hf</td>
<td>0.50092</td>
<td>0.18027</td>
<td>-0.08342</td>
<td>-0.30607</td>
<td>-0.28105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>0.30613</td>
<td>-0.55267</td>
<td>0.24494</td>
<td>0.12582</td>
<td>-0.0438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>0.2605</td>
<td>0.07567</td>
<td>0.06886</td>
<td>0.08088</td>
<td>0.19405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1: Conceptual schematic of the $^{207}\text{Pb}$ correction in Tera-Wasserburg space (after Vermeesch, 2021). First, the common $^{207}\text{Pb}$-$^{206}\text{Pb}$ ratio is calculated from the initial date estimate (i.e., $t_i$ or $t_{208}$, see text for details). Next, a discordia is fitted between $^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}_{\text{common}}$ and the data point. Then, the lower intersection of the line with the concordia marks the corrected $^{238}\text{U}/^{206}\text{Pb}$ and $^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}$, which are used to calculate the $^{207}\text{Pb}$-corrected date. Concordance is defined as the distance along the discordia between the upper and lower intersections of the discordia with the concordia (Eqn. 7).
Figure 2: (A) Simplified terrane map of Anatolia and (B) geologic map of the Central Sakarya Basin and Sarıçakaya Basin region (after Aksay et al., 2002). (C) Simplified stratigraphic correlation chart and schematic sample distribution. Stratigraphy after Ocakoğlu et al. (2018).
Figure 3: SEM BSE images of representative rutile grains. All grains are from sample 18TK01 unless otherwise noted; the grain number is in yellow. Ablation pits are from U-Pb analysis (larger) and trace element analysis (smaller). (A) Rutile analyses with acceptable U-Pb dates across a range of concordance. U-Pb date and concordance is from $^{207}$Pb correction method. (B) Rutile analyses rejected because of inclusions (top) or exsolution lamellae (bottom). (C) Rutile analyses discarded for anomalous signal intensity (spiky signal). The scale bar is 50 μm.
Figure 4: Detrital rutile U-Pb results displayed in Tera-Wasserburg space. Data points are colored by discordance bins, error bars are 2σ. Shown for reference are discordia lines towards lower intercepts at 100, 200, 300, and 600 Ma (pink lines).
Figure 5: Distributions of dates of all samples together shown as kernel density estimates (KDEs) and cumulative distribution functions visualized with detritalPy (Sharman et al., 2018). Uncorrected and corrected data are separated into concordance bins. Solid line KDEs represent the data with our preferred 100-40% concordance range.
Figure 6: Concordance versus the difference in $^{207}$Pb-corrected dates using $t_1$ or $t_{208}$. The largest differences in age are for grains that are less than 40% concordant.
Figure 7: Comparison of detrital rutile filtering based on U concentration or concordance. (A) Rutile U concentration versus percent concordance. U-threshold filtering includes all grains greater than 4 ppm (pink colors), whereas concordance-threshold filtering includes grains greater than 40% (dark pink and dark green colors). (B) Rutile U-Pb results in Tera-Wasserburg space following the color scheme in panel A. (C) Rutile U concentration versus 207Pb/206Pb-corrected U-Pb date. The KDEs display the date spectra from the different filtering protocols. Rutile with less than 4 ppm and less than 40% concordance are excluded by both filters and not included in panel C.
Figure 8: Cr versus Nb discrimination diagrams for detrital rutile from this study (A and B). Dashed lines demarcate proposed boundaries between mafic and pelitic source fields (Triebold et al., 2007, 2012; Meinhold et al., 2008). Rutile grains are colored by their respective source field. (C) Rutile analyses in Tera-Wasserburg space reveal mixed source lithologies in each date mode. Unfilled circles are rutile U-Pb analyses without trace element data.
Figure 9: Zr-in-rutile temperature versus U concentration. Mafic and pelitic scores are from the Triebold et al. (2012) discrimination (i.e., Cr = 5 * [Nb – 500]): mafic grains include the combined dark green colors from Figure 8 and pelitic include the light green and yellow colors. Zr-in-rutile temperatures follow the Kohn (2020) calibration. The histogram shows the distribution of mafic and pelitic grains by temperature. Note that not all analyses have both U and TREE data, therefore there are fewer grains represented in the scatter plot than in the histogram and Figure 8A.
Figure 10: Rutile U-Pb results in Tera-Wasserburg space colored by Zr-in-rutile temperature calculated from the Kohn (2020) calibration. The mode centered around 95 Ma has the highest temperatures, and modes centered around 310 Ma and 580 Ma also contain high temperatures, whereas the 190 Ma mode is predominantly composed of lower temperature grains. Unfilled circles are rutile U-Pb analyses without trace element data. Colormap is from Crameri (2020).
Figure 11: PCA score and loadings plot of principal components 1 and 2, which cumulatively explain 38.14% of trace element variance. Sample points are colored by mafic and pelitic scores from Cr/Nb discrimination shown in Figure 8. The variance in trace element chemistry is best explained by metamorphic grade (PC 1) and protolith (PC 2).
Figure 12. (A) Kernel density estimate of all detrital rutile ages ($^{207}\text{Pb}_{\text{tr}}$-corrected) shown alongside a compilation of all published detrital zircon ages from Upper Cretaceous to Eocene strata in Central Sakarya and Sarıcakaya Basins. (B) Schematic reconstruction of northwestern Anatolia in the Eocene during continental collision (after Mueller et al., 2019). The main sources of sediment to the basins were the Karakaya Complex exposed in the suture zone, Pontides crystalline basement exposed along the Tuzaklı-Gümêle Thrust, Cretaceous-Eocene igneous units, and recycled sedimentary units.